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Setting the Stage

If you’re reading this document, you
likely have the social basics down.
But were you prepared for everything
2020 threw your way?
Non-stop political ads, raging forest fires, a global
pandemic…you know what we’re talking about.
While it’s easy as a marketer to often feel like you’re
caught in a storm without a rain jacket just waiting
for the next major boycott or platform change to
sweep you away, we’re here to equip you. With this
guide in hand, you’ll be ready to not only survive social
media, but thrive in 2021.
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Keys to Social Media in 2021

2020 is finally over, but
what does 2021 have in store?

Firms remain optimistic
and expect spending
to rise 89% over five years
Social media spending
as percent of marketing budget

With the general public ravenous for information, the door is
wide open for false information to be spread through social
platforms. With the common misinformation online surrounding
everything from the pandemic to politics, this sometimes
makes it hard for brands to post content whilst maintaining
the confidence that their brand will not be surrounded by
questionable posts and content.
With a rise in technology use and new platforms coming into
popularity, this only means more competition for marketers and
increased difficulty getting your brand in front of the consumers
you truly wish to reach. Predictions are set to believe that social
media budgets will more than double in the next five years based
on increased cost and competition.
Right now there is a “digital dilemma” going on with brands who
are not sure if they should speak about social, environmental
or political issues. In an increasingly tense society, it’s often
hard for brands to know when to speak up and when to keep
publishing content as they normally would.

24%

22%

20%

18%

16%

14%

12%

10%

Current levels

Over next 12 months

In next 5 years
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There is a way to flip the script and turn these
changes into opportunities.
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There are so many things that social media can do
for your business, from increasing overall brand
awareness to helping consumers convert. Today
there are nearly 3.8 billion active social media users
around the world who spend an average of three
hours per day on social platforms.
This is something no one can ignore, and the same goes double for brands
and marketers. While COVID-19 has been harmful to many industries due
to lockdowns and quarantine practices, this has increased online and digital
activity for users, with social media use increasing for nearly half of all users
in the past eight months. There are no signs of this increased usage slowing
down, especially as winter bears down. This is an extremely important
opportunity for social media advertising, and all brands should be taking
advantage of this spike in use with a fresh perspective.

Total
Population

Unique Mobile
Phone Users

Internet
Users

Active Social
Media Users

Spending More Time
Using Social Media

7.75B

5.19B

4.54B

3.8B

43%

Urbanization

Penetration

Penetration

Penetration

55%

67%

59%

49%
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Follow along to learn our keys to survival
and how to apply them to overcome anything
that gets thrown your way this year.
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Rule 01
Rule 01
Rule 01
Rule 01
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Rule 01

Rule 01

Push for positive and
factually accurate content.

Rule 02
Rule 03
Rule 05

IN ACTION

Rule 04

Be real. No matter what direction you go, you have
to be authentic. Maintaining a consistent brand voice
is crucial to helping your brand be recognizable among
competitors. While we can understand that there
are many scary and difficult issues plaguing the world,
it is best not to perpetuate the negativity. When
people go to social media and messaging platforms,
they are most likely looking to be engaged in positive
or informational content. With a tense social media
environment based on the effects of the pandemic, as
well as increased political content being produced,
being factually accurate with all information is crucial
for your brand’s credibility.

With Facebook being one of the main social platforms, it is
important to note the continued distance that some brands are
putting between themselves and advertising on Facebook. This
is because of Facebook’s questionable handling of hate speech
and misinformation being spread on their site. For example,
some of our clients chose to pause and take a step back during
#StopHateForProfit, and some have chosen to remain paused on
Facebook to separate their content from questionable misinformation.
Take this as an example and measure the importance of advertising
on sites that you know promote values similar to your brand’s.
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Rule 02
Rule 02
Rule 02
Rule 02
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Prefer Brand Ads
Prefer Influencer Ads

11%

100%
28%

Rule 02

19%

75%

89%

81%

72%

Rule 03

50%
25%
Following
anti-racism protests

Influencer marketing truly
drives consumers to purchase.
100%
75%

Effectiveness of content from brand
Effectiveness of content from influencer

Rule 05

Influencers have been looked to for decades to help
spread word-of-mouth about your brand, but social
influencers are still new to this ecosystem. While a few
years ago we saw backlash against “Insta-Influencers”
start to gain popularity due to inauthentic content,
protests and the pandemic have caused the tables to turn.
Consumers trust influencers now more than ever, and
influencer marketing is only projected to grow.

During COVID-19
pandemic

Benchmark

Rule 04

0%

Rule 01
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73%

70%
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68%

41%

50%

32%
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25%
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Awareness

Favorability

Consideration

Purchase intent

Estimated Influencer
Marketing Growth (YOY)
$9.7B
$10B
Market Size

Rule 02

Look to real people
to tell your story and
expand your reach.

Consumer preference has shifted
even more towards influencer ads.

$6.5B

$8B
$4.6B

$6B
$3.0B

$4B
$1.7B
$2B
$0
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Rule 01

Rule 02

Rule 02
Rule 03

Influencer use skyrocketed in 2020, and we are starting to
see an even greater shift to micro/nano influencers.
These smaller influencers often have stronger relationships
with their followers, meaning they are viewed more as a
friend than as a celebrity, only strengthening the trust
between them and their audience. The biggest benefit is that
these micro influencers can engage in conversations with
their followers about the brand, which in turn has shown to
have a larger influence on purchase decisions. This helps
build a community from your followers, and better engage
them with a more genuine brand experience.

Rule 04
Rule 05

There are many ways to ensure that your influencer
relationships are rock solid and productive for your brand:
		Place an even greater emphasis on choosing the
right influencers to align with your core target, going
beyond basic vetting criteria to look at their lifestyle
engagement in past posts.
Understand that we live in a world where influencers
who don’t share their opinions on current events aren’t
looked at as authentic or “human,” but ensure that
they are sensitive to the environment in which we’re
currently living.
Establish clear goals and methods for tracking ROI
to set yourself up for transparency regarding how
influencers are contributing to your success.

IN ACTION

With our recent Native deodorant campaign, we had a unique
opportunity to cut through the clutter by empowering hyper-specific
influencers to connect with the target consumer (women 30-35 who
are pregnant, breastfeeding or trying to conceive) in a vulnerable,
honest way that brought the Native “No Is Our Whoa” story to life.
Most average (read: ineffective) influencer programs focus on the
major primary message being, “This is our product. Buy it.” We know
and understand that in this timeframe we need to be authentic and
truly connect with these women, and straight product messaging or
reviews aren’t going to cut it. So, we’re connecting the Native
products back to the overall “No is Our Whoa” concept in an
emotionally-driven story.
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Rule 03
Rule 03
Rule 03
Rule 03
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In 2021, the average internet user has nearly eight
social media accounts. While Facebook and YouTube are
still the most widely used online platforms, new social
platforms like TikTok continue to gain popularity and
the “old guys” on the block, like Pinterest and LinkedIn
shouldn’t be forgotten.

To connect
and engage.

To share and
be inspired.

To share realtime
updates
and be entertained.

To discover, collect
and curate ideas.

To network and
see opportunities.

To create and
be entertained.

To be entertained
and learn
new things.

To be informed
on real time
updates and talk
in real time.

To be entertained.

Rule 02

Platform overview:
Why consumers use them

Rule 01

Rule 03

Don’t put all of your
eggs in one platform.

Rule 03
Rule 04
Rule 05
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Rule 01

Rule 03

Rule 02
Rule 03

Snapchat and Instagram
are especially popular
among 18–24-year-olds

Rule 04

% of U.S. adults in each age group
who say they ever use...
50–64

30–49

25–29

Rule 05

65+

18–24

It is critical to be aware of shifts in user preferences across
platforms. For example, what we are seeing right now is a
huge drop in new Facebook users over the past couple of
years, especially the younger users who are moving instead
to these other platforms. While it’s easy to fall into the trap
of taking your Facebook content and blasting it out to new
platforms, each platform is used in a different way and
content needs to match that intention.

Snapchat

Instagram

Twitter

YouTube

Facebook
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Note: Respondents who did not give an
answer are not shown.
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Source: Survey conducted
January 8–February 7, 2019.
Pew Research Center
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Rule 01

Rule 03

Rule 02
Rule 03

Beyond
the basics:

Rule 04

Snapchat is seen as an essential platform for brands who want to
get in front of the youth audience, with it being the most popular
app with teens. On top of a huge user base, the engagement levels
are off the charts. People use the application 25+ times per day,
with over 60% creating content daily.

Rule 05

Snapchat:

Pinterest:

	When Cincinnati Bell was trying to reach younger audiences who were choosing
an internet provider for their college apartments, we developed new, targeted
creative and incentivized users with sweepstakes on Snapchat. The results have
been significantly better than what we’ve seen on Facebook and Instagram, which
is fitting, knowing the audience is far more engaged on Snap.

Pinterest has found that it fits well into the e-commerce space and
has an audience that is engaged with the idea of buying products
they see on the platform. In fact, 75% of Pinterest users say they
are “very interested” in new products compared to just 55% of
users on other social media platforms.

TikTok:

LinkedIn:

B2C companies with a younger target audience (41% of TikTok
users are aged between 16 and 24) could find it to be a great
platform to encourage engagement with users who are stepping
away from more traditional social media platforms.

While more professional and business-oriented, this can be a
great place for brands to create a social strategy for their B2B
online presence and focus on building relationships as well as
connections.
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Rule 04
Rule 04
Rule 04
Rule 04
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Rule 01

Rule 04

Rule 02

Accept that social
commerce is here to stay,
and take advantage.

Rule 03
Rule 04
Rule 05

According to eMarketer, we expect that more than 75
million US social network users aged 14 and older will
make at least one purchase from a social channel in
2021 (up 17.3% from 2019), and this number will only
increase. With more consumers staying at home, brands
are starting to truly utilize social media platforms to their
fullest potential and intelligently pull users through the
purchase journey.
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Rule 01

IN ACTION

Consumers were forced to adopt online shopping due to COVID-19 and
they continue to do so, craving seamless experiences. Here’s how
platforms are providing that:

TikTok is also offering a “Shop Now” button, tested by
Levi’s.

Rule 05

		
When it comes to impulse buys, nothing is more
perfect than gourmet food. With our latest client,
Robert Rothschild, we set up their Facebook/Instagram
shop and touted their products with drool-worthy
creative.

Pinterest added a makeup try-on AR experience back in
January 2020, where users could easily check out afterwards
to buy the makeup products.

Rule 04

Instagram also just rolled out Instagram Shopping for its
long-form video platform, IGTV, as part of the company’s
push to make social commerce more native to the app. Users
can now add products featured on IGTV to their in-app cart,
which is perfect for those quick impulse purchases.

In June of 2020, Snapchat launched their first Shoppable
“try-on” AR lense with Gucci shoes, where users were able to
buy the shoes directly from the app by clicking on the “Shop
Now” button featured.

Rule 03

Instagram has been in the process of allowing the platform
to provide a streamlined shopping experience. 130 million
people click on a shopping post every month, and “Instagram
Checkout” is now available for all eligible businesses and
creators in the US.

		
Snapchat also has in-app shopping options, with their
shoppable Augmented Reality experiences available since 2018.

Rule 02

		
Facebook and Instagram used COVID-19 as a time to release
tools to help small businesses sell virtually when their inperson store may have been forced to temporarily shut down.
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Rule 05
Rule 05
Rule 05
Rule 05
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Rule 01

Rule 05

Rule 02

Set up a connected customer
experience, from your
organic social presence to paid
social efforts and beyond.

Rule 03
Rule 04
Rule 05

At its core, social media is less about the latest
technology and much more about utilizing it
as a means to create relevant—and honest—relationships
with people.
Companies longing to use social media first and foremost
to hit a single metric (like engagement rate) will fail.
Instead, the way to achieve success is to use social media
across the full purchase journey, weaving it in and
out of different touch points and messages based on its
current relationship with your brand.
Through implementing a full-funnel approach coupled
with a social-first philosophy, we are able to find the
shared meaning between your brand and the consumer
at all stages of their journey—the foundation for all
meaningful creative solutions.
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Bringing
it
all home
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Bringing
it all home
While we never know what platform algorithm
update is around the corner, we hope that with this
guide in hand you feel armed to not only survive,
but thrive in 2021.

Rule 01

Rule 02

Push for positive and
factually accurate content.

Look to real people to
tell your story and expand
your reach.

Rule 03

Rule 04

Rule 05

Don’t put all of your eggs
in one platform.

Accept that social
commerce is here to stay,
and take advantage.

Set up a connected customer
experience, from your organic
social presence to paid social
efforts and beyond.

					

 emember that these rules are developed by asking hard,
R
silly, genuine and strategic questions. We ask these questions
because in a world with no definitive answers, the more your
curiosity is piqued, the more solutions you’ll reveal and the better
rules you’ll have in place to guide you!
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Data-Driven. Really Cool. Humble.
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You’re curious about
us. We’re curious about you.
Sounds like we have a
lot in common. Why not start
the conversation?

Ashley Walters
Chief Development Officer

(513) 545 - 1006
ashley@curiosity.fun
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